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Abstract Multi-task learning by robots poses the challenge
of the domain knowledge: complexity of tasks, complex-
ity of the actions required, relationship between tasks for
transfer learning. We demonstrate that this domain knowl-
edge can be learned to address the challenges in life-long
learning. Specifically, the hierarchy between tasks of vari-
ous complexities is key to infer a curriculum from simple
to composite tasks. We propose a framework for robots to
learn sequences of actions of unbounded complexity in or-
der to achieve multiple control tasks of various complexity.
Our hierarchical reinforcement learning framework, named
SGIM-SAHT, offers a new direction of research, and tries
to unify partial implementations on robot arms and mobile
robots. We outline our contributions to enable robots to map
multiple control tasks to sequences of actions: representa-
tions of task dependencies, an intrinsically motivated explo-
ration to learn task hierarchies, and active imitation learning.
While learning the hierarchy of tasks, it infers its curricu-
lum by deciding which tasks to explore first, how to transfer
knowledge, and when, how and whom to imitate.

Keywords Intrinsic motivation · Continual learning ·
Curriculum learning · Transfer learning · Multi-task
learning · Hierarchical reinforcement learning

1 Introduction

In the mainstream approaches based on classical artificial
intelligence and machine learning, robotic engineering ap-
proaches have made several valuable application-specific im-
pacts. Yet, the achievements are often subject to restrictions
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Fig. 1: Setup1: a robotic arm, can interact with the different objects in its environment (a
pen and two joysticks). Both joysticks enable to control a video-game character. The pen
can be used to draw. Left: the simulation environment. Right: the corresponding hierarchy
of models

Fig. 2: Setup2: the robot arm can produce sounds by moving the blue and green objects

Fig. 3: Setup3: the mobile robot can avoid red obstacles, move green objects, push green
objects with other objects. The objects are of random sizes.

that involve domain knowledge, a bounded and specific en-
vironment, or a limited set of tasks of the same complexity.

To face the challenges of multi-task learning in a con-
tinual manner for embodied agents interacting with their
stochastic environment and with humans, methods have taken
inspiration in the living, and especially in how adults and
infants learn as they develop, adapt and create new skills all
along their lives. These methods fall into the field named
cognitive developmental robotics [1, 6], within which we
examine representations of actions and task relationships,
their application to affordance learning and learning meth-
ods based on autonomous and socially guided exploration.
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1.1 Learning Sequences of Motor Policies

In the case of multiple control tasks (ie. induced by actions)
with various complexities and dimensionalities, the com-
plexities of the actions required to complete them should
be unbounded, without a priori knowledge. If we relate the
complexity of actions to their dimensionality, actions of un-
bounded complexity should belong to spaces of unbounded
dimensionality. For instance in setup Fig.1, if an action of
dimensionality n is sufficient to draw a letter, a sequence of
2 such actions, i.e. an action of dimensionality 2n is suffi-
cient to draw 2 letters. Generally, texts have variable lengths,
thus there is no bound to the length of the sequence of ac-
tions. Likewise, an unbounded sequence of actions is needed
to play tunes of any length in setup Fig.2; and to move all
green objects side by side in setup Fig.3. Hence, here, we
consider actions of unbounded complexity and suppose that
they can be expressed as a sequence of action primitives.
We consider action primitives and sequences of actions, also
named in [38] respectively micro actions and compound ac-
tions. The agent thus needs to estimate the complexity of the
task and deploy actions of corresponding complexity.

To tackle the curse of dimensionality which increases
as sequences of actions grow longer, methods such as DQN
[24], using a deep neural network architecture have suc-
cessfully handled high dimensional continuous outcome and
context spaces but still with discrete action spaces. Mnih
et al. [25] proposed an asynchronous variant of the Actor
Critic algorithm, relying both on deep neural networks and
gradient policies. It successfully handles continuous action
spaces, but still of predefined dimensionality. The options
framework proposes a temporally abstract representation of
actions [33], leading to sequences of actions for later reuse.
Approaches combining options with TD networks enable
compositional prediction [34]. Learning simple skills and
planning sequences of actions instead of learning a sequence
directly has been proposed as Skill chaining [19]. This for-
ward chaining was successfully implemented to generate multi-
step plans for robot affordance learning [36].

Following the ideas of a temporally abstract represen-
tation of actions and of multi-step planning, we propose a
goal-directed representation of compound actions and a multi-
step plan using inverse chaining of self-discovered subtasks.

1.2 Task Hierarchy for Curriculum Learning

This requirement of unbounded complexity of actions stems
from the objective of learning unknown multiple tasks. Multi-
task learning in biological agents is progressive and contin-
ual. Humans and other species develop and create new skills
all along their lives as they adapt to their environment and
to their own needs. In particular, infants learn skills of in-
creasing level of difficulty as they grow up: mastering sim-

ple skills first and then learning more complex skills based
on the previous simple ones. Indeed, in multi-task learn-
ing problems, some tasks can be compositions of simpler
tasks, which we call ’complex tasks´ or ’composite tasks´.
The learning agent should be starting small before trying to
learn more complex tasks, as phrased in [15]. Devising the
order in which tasks should be learned has been coined ’cur-
riculum learning’ in [5]: a learning agent needs to decide at
each episode both which tasks it wants to learn to control
(goal) and which actions to try (means). In our works, we
thus take the hypothesis that tasks can be hierarchically re-
lated, some may be considered as subtasks of more complex
tasks (’hierarchically organised tasks´). We conjecture that
this hierarchy can help bootstrap the learning, by transfer of
knowledge from simple to complex tasks.

Indeed, when given a task hierarchy, the robot can ex-
ploit this domain knowledge to reuse previously acquired
skills to build more complex ones for tool use, as shown in
[10]. Approaches for hierarchical multi task learning with
neural networks have also been proposed, such as Hierar-
chical DQN [20], that uses intrinsic motivation to train a
neural network in a fixed hierarchical manner.

To depend less on domain knowledge, the works pre-
sented in this article seek to learn the hierarchy between
tasks, by exploring the different combinations between tasks.
While learning the dependencies between tasks, we show in
[14], that reusing the knowledge of simple tasks as subgoals
for more complex tasks indeed greatly reduced the explo-
ration, and in [22], that planning can be used in combination
of emerging hierarchical models of tasks.

1.3 Emergence of Hierarchical Affordances

An application case of motor learning and task hierarchy is
affordances learning. The concept of affordance has been
first introduced by Gibson in [17] to characterise physical
states in an action-oriented fashion, in terms of the possible
interactions an agent may have with objects. Even without
knowing an object specifically, seeing visual cues of a han-
dle may suggest possible embodied interactions.

In affordances learning, many approaches have been de-
veloped [18]: for instance, the traversability affordance has
been studied in different works [23]. Likewise, the grasp af-
fordance is a recurrent topic and various approaches exist to
learn it such as learning based on visual descriptors or raw
image input [26, 21]. However such methods focus on one,
or a fixed number of specific affordances, with no mecha-
nism adapting it to new or more complex affordances.

We aim to continual learning of multiple affordances
through the interaction with its environment. Thus, the robot
builds sensory motor skills using a wide variety of actions.
The robot can use actions of unbounded length and duration,
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in a continuous action space. Ugur and Piater [35] proposed
an emergence of a hierarchical structure of affordances. How-
ever, affordances were defined as a list of discrete effects on
objects, and the actions are manually coded. We would like
to tackle continuous features of affordances and be able to
learn compound actions in continuous action spaces. We ex-
tended their work with intrinsic motivation and planning.

1.4 Intrinsic Motivation as an Exploration Heuristic

To allow multi-task learning, developmental methods have
transposed into algorithms the notion of intrinsic motivation,
that has been outlined as a key mechanism for exploration
[9]. These methods use a reward function that is not shaped
to fit a specific task but is general to all tasks the robot will
face. Tending towards life-long learning, this approach, also
called artificial curiosity, may be seen as a particular case of
reinforcement learning using an intrinsic reward function.

Methods based on Q-Learning and intrinsic motivation
have been proposed in [37] for discrete environments where
the reward depends on how much new information have been
acquired. Other methods used intrinsic motivation to explore
the action space of the robot, based on empirical measures
of prediction progress, such as algorithms IAC [31] and its
active learning version RIAC [2]. Then Baranes and Oudeyer
[3] added goal-babbling to explore the outcome space to
address higher dimensional action spaces with the SAGG-
RIAC algorithm. More recently, intrinsic motivation and goal
babbling have combined deep neural networks and replay
mechanisms for automatic curriculum learning of multiple
tasks of different complexities. IMGEP [16] – a formalisa-
tion of unsupervised multi-goal RL – GEP-GP [7] – mix-
ing evolutionary methods and deep RL – and CURIOUS [8]
– mixing parametrised reward function and automated cur-
riculum learning – could select goals in a developmental
manner from easy to difficult tasks.

1.5 Active Imitation Learning

Methods taking advantage of human demonstrations have
shown to tackle more varied and large goal spaces. They
were combined with intrinsic motivation such as in [29]. The
bootstrapping effect is all the more efficient when the learn-
ing robot uses active learning based on intrinsic motivation
to choose what to learn, and who, when and how to imitate.
This choice on the source of information, has been called a
active imitation learning and corresponds to the psychologi-
cal description of infants’ selectivity of social partners in [4].
The SGIM-ACTS algorithm proposed in [28] for multi-task
learning has been applied to 3D object recognition [30] or
mother tongue imitation by a vocal tract [27].

1.6 Summary and Position

Grounding our studies in cognitive developmental robotics,
we aim for a robot capable of discovering and learning
multiple tasks as well as its curriculum by leveraging
the relationships between tasks. In this article, we show
that domain knowledge about task relationship and com-
plexity can be learned in order to adapt the complexity of
the compound actions (sequences of actions) required. The
task relationships between known or emerging tasks can be
discovered with intrinsically motivated exploration or active
imitation. We propose a common algorithmic architecture
based on intrinsically motivated exploration to implement
these mechanisms. In the following sections, we present a
formalisation of the problem of hierarchical learning, two
representations of task hierarchy and a unifying algorithmic
architecture with 3 partial implementations [12, 14, 22]. We
show how they address the following questions:

– how can knowledge from easier tasks be transferred to
complex tasks while the robot learns tasks relationships?

– how can a robot discover new learnable tasks from which
to transfer knowledge to more complex tasks?

– how can human demonstrations be beneficial to an active
learning robot tackling multiple control tasks?

Compared to [11], we have made the formalisation more co-
herent and have updated the implementations and experi-
mental setups taken from [14, 22], and position these works
better in comparison with existing state-of-the-art.

2 Hierarchical Learning Framework

In this section, we propose a formalisation of the problem of
learning compound actions to achieve hierarchically organ-
ised tasks, and propose an algorithmic architecture based on
intrinsic motivation to learn the curriculum, common to the
algorithms IM-PB, CHIME and SGIM-PB [12, 14, 22].

2.1 Formalisation

Let us consider a robot interacting with a non-rewarding en-
vironment by performing sequences of motions of unbounded
length in order to induce changes in its surroundings.

Each of these motions is named a primitive action, de-
scribed by a parametrised function with p parameters: a ∈
A ⊂ Rp. We call A the primitive action space. Our robot
can perform sequences of primitive actions. Let a compound
action be a sequence of any length n ∈ N primitive actions,
and be described by n ∗ p parameters : a = [a1, . . . , an] ∈
An. Thus the action space exploitable by the robot is a con-
tinuous space of infinite dimensionality AN ⊂ RN.

The actions performed by the robot have consequences
on its environment, which we call outcomes ω ∈ Ω, where
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Ω is a subspace of the state space S defining the control
tasks to learn. Once the robot knows how to cause an out-
come ω, we say the outcome is then controllable. The set of
controllable outcomes is Ωcont ⊂ Ω and this set changes as
the robot learns new tasks. For convenience, we define the
controllable space C = A∪Ωcont, regrouping both primitive
actions A and observables that may be controlled, Ωcont.

The robot learns tasks/models T each mapping control-
lable c ∈ CT ⊂ C and outcomes ω ∈ ΩT ⊂ Ω within a
given context s ∈ ST ⊂ S. More formally, a task is a set
of: a forward model MT : (ST , CT )→ ΩT and an inverse
model LT : (ST , ΩT )→ CT . The forward model is used to
predict the observable consequence ω from a given context
s of a controllable c, which is either a primitive action or a
goal state that can be induced by a compound action. Con-
versely, the inverse model is used to estimate a controllable
c̃ to be performed in a given context s to induce a goal ob-
servable state ω̃: if c̃ is a primitive action the robot executes
the action, otherwise it sets c̃ as a goal state and infers the
necessary actions using other inverse models. We note that
this definition of task T assumes that all ω ∈ ΩT can be
realised independently from other observables, ie. the task
dimensions of ΩT do not interact with the rest of the state
space in any way. In our works, we assume that the creation
of the tasks (either predefined for IM-PB and SGIM-PB, or
emerging for CHIME) ensures this coherence.

These models are trained on the data recorded by the
robot along its exploration in its datasetD. We define a strat-
egy σ any process for exploration. For instance, we consider
autonomous exploration and imitation learning strategies.
Formally, we define it as a data collection heuristics, based
on the current data, that outputs a set of triplets of initial
state, action and outcome: σ : D 7→ {(s, a, ω)}.

Let us also note H the hierarchy of the models used by
our robot. H is formally defined as a directed graph where
each node is a task T and its successors are the components
of CT . As our robot learns this hierarchy, H varies along
time. Its representation is detailed in section 3.

2.2 Algorithmic Architecture

We describe a generic algorithm Socially Guided Intrinsic
Motivation for Sequence of Actions through Hierarchical
Tasks (SGIM-SAHT) that learns and takes advantage of task
hierarchy to solve increasingly complex tasks (Fig.4, Alg.1).

SGIM-SAHT learns by episodes in which a task T to
work on, a goal outcome ωg ∈ ΩT and a strategy σ have
been selected to optimize progress and according to an in-
terest map (see below). The selected strategy σ applied to the
chosen goal outcome ωg chooses a sequence of controllables
lc = [c1, . . . , cm] as a candidate to reach the ωg (Alg.1, l.3).

SGIM-SAHT chooses an adequate task Ti , i.e. when the
input space of LTi includes (s, ωg). Then it applies LTi to

Select Strategy, 
Task & Goal

Apply Strategy
 (T,σ,ωg)

Execute 
Sequence

T, σ, ω
g l

c

Update Outcome & Strategy
 Interest Mapping

Compute Competence  

 ω
r

Interest map

Update Models & Memory
H

Environment           

a = [a
1
, . . . , a

n
]

Fig. 4: The SGIM-SAHT algorithmic architecture

Algorithm 1 SGIM-SAHT
Input: the different strategies σ1, ..., σn
Input: the initial model hierarchyH
Initialization: partition of outcome spaces R←

⊔
i{Ωi}

Initialization: episodic memory Memory← ∅
1: loop
2: σ, T, ωg ← Select Strategy, Task & Goal Outcome(R,H)
3: lc ← Apply Strategy(σ, ωg)
4: D ← (ωr, a, lc)← Execute Sequence(lc)
5: (comp(ωg), comp(ωr))← Compute Competence(ωg, ωr))
6: Update MT , LT ,H with (D, comp(ωg), comp(ωr))
7: Ri ← Update Outcome and Strategy Interest Map(R,D, ωg)
8: end loop

find the action ai = LTi(ci). This inference process may
be recursive until the output is an action, using the hierar-
chy between tasks. SGIM-SAHT thus infers from lc a com-
pound action a = [a1, . . . , an] ∈ AN, to be executed by the
robot. The trajectory of the episode with the primitive ac-
tions and controllables sequence and goal and reached out-
comes ωg, ωr are recorded in the memory (Alg.1, l.4).

Then, it computes the learner’s competence on the goal
outcome. In the RL framework, this competence can be seen
as the reward for the goal outcome. In our multi-task learn-
ing setting, we use as competence a reward function com-
mon to all goals based on the Euclidean distance between the
goal outcome ωg and the reached outcome ωr (Alg.1, l.5).
Variations of this metric have been implemented in [14, 22].

The memory and competence are used to update the mod-
elsMT and LT , the set of tasks, and the hierarchy of models
H (Alg.1, l.6). These mechanisms differ in our 3 algorithms.
Besides, the competence is used to obtain an interest map
that associates to each strategy and region of outcome space
partition an interest measure to guide the exploration. The
interest measure is computed as the progress or derivative of
the competence of the enclosed outcomes (details in [28]).

When the number of outcomes added to a region Ri ex-
ceeds a fixed limit, the region is split into two regions with a
clustering boundary that separates outcomes with low from
those with high interest (details in [28]).

SGIM-SAHT has three implementations described in the
sections 4 and 5. Their differences are described in table 1.
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Algo. Strategies σ Tasks set Comp. Act.
IM-
PB

Outcomes, Procedures
explo.

Static set Procedures

CHIME Action space, outcome
space explo.

Dynamic set
(emerging tasks)

Planning

SGIM-
PB

Outcomes, Procedures
explo.; active imitation

Static set Procedures

Table 1: Differences between the 3 implementations of SGIM-SAHT

3 Task Hierarchy Representation

In this section, we describe two representations of task hier-
archy, called Procedure and CHIME, to be used to learn the
domain knowledge about the relationship between tasks.

3.1 Procedure Hierarchy Representation

The first is a goal-directed representation of action sequences
in the form of sequences of subgoals or task decomposi-
tion, that enable transfer of knowledge between inter-related
tasks. It is a temporally abstract representation of a succes-
sion of actions. More formally, a procedure is defined as a
succession of outcomes (ω1, ω2, ..., ωn). The succession is
unbounded. The procedure space is ΩN. A task decomposi-
tion into a procedure is an association of a goal outcome to
a procedure. Thus, an outcome represents a task node in H,
while the task decomposition represents the directed edges
and the procedure is the list of its successors.H is initialised
as a densely connected graph, and the exploration prunes the
connexions by testing which procedures or task decomposi-
tions respect the ground truth.

Fig. 5: Illustration of a procedure for setup fig.1. To make a drawing ωg between
points (xa, ya) and (xb, yb), a robot can recruit subtasks consisting in (ωi) moving
the pen to (xa, ya), then (ωj ) moving the pen to (xb, yb). These subtasks will be
completed respectively with actions ai and aj . To complete this drawing, the learning
agent can use the sequence of actions (ai, aj)

Executing a procedure (ω1, ω1, ..., ωn) means building
the action sequence a corresponding to the succession of ac-
tions ai, i ∈ J1, nK (potentially action sequences as well)
and execute it (where the ai reach best the ωi ∀i ∈ J1, nK
respectively). Fig.5 illustrates this idea of task hierarchy.

The procedures representation is based on a static set of
(ie. predefined) controllable and outcome spaces.

3.2 CHIME Hierarchy Representation

In comparison, the CHIME hierarchical representation is based
on a dynamic set of controllable and outcome spaces and

the emergence of nested models. It is built using simple
models MT : (ST , Ci) → Ωj which can rely on others:
lower models map outcomes to actions while higher models
map them to other outcomes that should be reached. For in-
stance in the setup3 (Fig.3), the robot can move itself with
the model (M0 : wheelCommand ∈ A → (x0, y0) ∈
Ω0) and it can learn that the position (x1, y1) of the object
pushed depends on its own position (M1 : (x0, y0) ∈ Ω0 →
(x1, y1) ∈ Ω1). The combination of the nested models en-
able the robot to control (x1, y1) with its wheel commands
(Fig.3 Right ). In the hierarchy of modelsH, the modelsMT

represent the directed graph from Ωj to Ci. At the beginning
H = ∅, no model is present, and the robot chooses itself
what model to create or modify: if Ci seems to be highly
correlated to Ωj it may create the model M : Ci → Ωj ,
which becomes the first nodes and edge ofH.

4 Learn Task Relationships by Autonomous
Exploration

The idea of SGIM-SAHT is to use a hierarchical representa-
tion of the outcome and controllable spaces. This represen-
tation outlines the dependencies between tasks in order to
reuse previous knowledge and use actions of adapted com-
plexity. In this section, we examine how task hierarchy can
be learned in the cases of a static and a dynamic set of tasks.

4.1 Learn Task Hierarchy from a Static Set of Tasks

Let us consider that the set of tasks is given. The robot needs
to choose which are easier to learn first, which are more dif-
ficult, and which tasks can be reused as sub-goals for more
difficult models. To learn the hierarchyH between tasks, we
proposed in [13] an implementation, IM-PB (Intrinsically
Motivated Procedure Babbling) based on procedures and the
identification among all possible dependencies, of those that
are valid.

IM-PB has 2 strategies : autonomous exploration of the
outcome or the procedure spaces. Intrinsic motivation guides
the exploration of the the task space and the procedure space
(Alg.1, l.2) to find a curriculum from simple to complex
tasks. IM-PB takes advantage of the dependencies between
tasks : when executing a sequence (Alg.1, l.3), carrying out
a procedure (ω1, ...ωn) means carrying out the action prim-
itive sequence π by executing sequentially each component
action ai, where ai is an action that reaches ωi ∀i ∈ J1, nK.

The experiments on setups of Fig.1,2 in [12, 14] show
that an intrinsically motivated learner is capable of learning
sequences of motor actions. During the learning phase, re-
sults show that the robot explores mainly the task space for
simple tasks, and it explores considerably more the proce-
dure space for complex hierarchical tasks. Thus it implicitly
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understands that simple tasks do not need to be decomposed
into subtasks and can be reached directly by action primi-
tives. On the contrary for complex tasks, it is more advanta-
geous to seek which subtasks to reuse. During the test phase,
the robot uses the correct task decomposition. Furthermore,
It can also adapt the length of its action sequence to the task
to achieve: the results show that the length of the sequence
of actions increases as the complexity of the task increases
in terms of its hierarchy. Combining these procedures with
the learning of simple actions to complete simple tasks, it
can build sequences of actions to achieve complex tasks.
We showed in [14] that the robot can take advantage of the
procedures representation to improve its performance, espe-
cially on high-level tasks. It also adapts the complexity of its
action sequence to the complexity of the task at hand.

Nevertheless, this adaptation is limited to the first two
levels of task hierarchy, and the learner can not well adapt
this complexity to a deeper hierarchy of tasks. To help the
robot improve its understanding of task dependencies, we
present in section 5 the benefits of active imitation learning.

4.2 Learn Task Hierarchy from a Dynamic Set of Tasks

In the previous section, the set of possible tasks (associa-
tion of inputs and outputs) are given, and the robot needs to
learn the relationship between them. In other terms, in H,
the nodes are pre-defined and the robot discovers the con-
nections in the graph. In this section, we consider the case
where the robot needs to learn both the connections and the
nodes, ie. task hierarchy at the same time as task emergence.

4.2.1 Experimental Setup

It was applied to a wheeled robot with obstacles and mov-
able objects of random size (Fig.3). It proposed an emer-
gence of affordances : the algorithm is able to discover learn-
able models (eg. move a green object), and once the model
is learned, its output can be used as input features of more
complex models (eg. push an object with a green object),
leading to hierarchical learning. In this paper, we describe
an affordance as a task T .

4.2.2 CHIME Implementation

Let us consider that we do not have a set of sub-goals given,
but have only given a high-dimensional set of inputs and ob-
servable outputs. At initialisation, the robot only has access
to the control of its wheels, the positions and physical prop-
erties of objects. The set of tasks and controllable outcomes
is empty. By exploration, it discovers changes in its environ-
ments (eg. green object moved) and how it can control them
(eg. its own position), but also how these changes can induce
more complex outcomes (eg. push an object with another).

The algorithm CHIME [22] implements SGIM-SAHT
for a dynamic set of tasks and discovers new tasks by en-
active exploration. At each episode, the physical properties
such as colour, height, diameter of objects are generated ran-
domly. The main characteristics of CHIME, detailed in [22],
lie in its execution of sequence and its update of models and
memory (Alg.1, l.4 and 6).

To execute a sequence of controllables lc (Alg.1, l.4), for
each element ci :

– if ci is a primitive action, it is directly executed
– if ci is not a primitive action, ci ∈ Ωcont. An affor-

dance T (ST , CT , ΩT ) is then selected (with ci ∈ ΩT )
and its inverse model is applied to obtain the controllable
bi = LT (ci). If ci is out of reach within a timestep, a
planning phase is used to build a sequence of element of
CA in order to reach ci. The same mechanism is applied
recursively on it until having only primitive actions.

To update its models (Alg.1, l.6), at the end of each
episode, subspaces of Ω for which outcomes ω has been
observed are listed. Then the robot verifies if Ω matches a
known affordance. To save computing time, we only verify
for randomly selected subspaces ofΩ. If it does not match, it
creates a new affordance, ie. a forward and an inverse model.
If it matches, but the new data contradicts with previous data
(the competence for this task is reduced), it tries to update
the model by adding context spaces.

4.2.3 Developmental Emergence of Affordances

The results on setup3 (Fig.3) show in [22] that CHIME dis-
covers new affordances, and uses unbounded sequences of
learned actions to complete all tasks. Even without predefi-
nition of possible tasks, the agent is able to discover the in-
puts and outputs of models of learnable tasks, and how they
are related to each other. We show in [22] that these tasks
emerge and are learned in a developmental order from the
lowest to the highest level of hierarchy. Planning based on
these emergent tasks enables the robot to infer a sequence of
actions to complete complex tasks.

The learning is based on active learning to collect data
through new interactions with the environment, guided by
the heuristics of intrinsic motivation. Once learned, these af-
fordance control models are used to plan complex tasks with
known or unknown objects, by using their physical proper-
ties to decide whether a learned affordance may be applied.

4.2.4 Automatic Curriculum Learning

Both IM-PB and CHIME rely on a temporally abstract rep-
resentation of task relationships, whether all tasks have been
predefined in advance or the robot has to discover new tasks.
Discovering the task relationship enabled the robot to in-
fer domain knowledge about the complexity of tasks and of
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the actions needed, but also to build its curriculum, learning
simple, then increasingly complex tasks.

5 Who, What, How to Imitate to Learn Task
Relationships

Beyond mere autonomous intrinsically motivated exploration,
we show that domain knowledge can also be learned through
social guidance. In high dimensional and unbounded task
spaces, the performance is improved even more when the
robot can imitate actions and procedures from teacher demon-
strations, when it actively chooses between self-supervised
intrinsic motivation and imitation learning strategies.

For hierarchically organised tasks, we proposed in [14,
12] the implementation SGIM-PB (Socially Guided Intrin-
sic Motivation by Procedure Babbling) that merged IM-PB
with SGIM-ACTS. In addition to the strategies σ of IM-
PB, SGIM-PB has two strategies per teacher it can inter-
act with : request a demonstration of actions or procedures.
With the strategy mimicry of an action, SGIM-PB requests
a demonstration of an action to reach ωg . To apply the strat-
egy (Alg.1, l.3), SGIM-PB adds noise to the demonstrated
action parameters to explore locally the action parameters
space, before executing the action (Alg.1, l.4).

With the strategy mimicry of a procedure, the learner re-
quests a procedure for ωg . SGIM-PB executes the demon-
strated procedure (ωdi, ωdj) by adding noise to the parame-
ters, thus exploring locally the procedure space.

Using the competence measures and the interest map,
SGIM-PB chooses when imitation learning is more benefi-
cial than autonomous exploration, who among the different
teachers are most expert in the field of knowledge it needs
at the moment, and what kind of demonstrations is most
beneficial. In terms of imitation learning, SGIM-PB self-
determines who, what and when to imitate. Through setups
Fig.1,2, we show in [14, 12] that demonstrations of proce-
dures bootstrap the learning for tasks of the highest level of
hierarchy. Moreover, demonstrations seem the most bene-
ficial when they are demonstrations of policies for simple
tasks, and when they are indications of procedures (i.e. sub-
tasks) for complex tasks.

6 Conclusion

Through this article, we have presented three implemen-
tations of a common algorithmic framework for learning
multiple control tasks through curriculum learning by dis-
covering domain knowledge, such as the dependencies be-
tween tasks or task and action complexities, and exploit-
ing this hierarchy to transfer knowledge from the easy tasks
to the compositional tasks. Table 2 summarises the proper-
ties of IM-PB, SGIM-PB and CHIME in learning to per-

Algorithm

R
ew

ard

C
ont. goal

M
ulti-task

H
ierarchy

A
ctions

Im
itation

Qlearning [32] Ext. Discrete
Qlearning &
curiosity [37] Int. Primitive

Option TDNet[34] Ext. Option
Skill-
chaining [19] Ext. Yes Option

DQN [24] Ext. Discrete
h-DQN [20] Int. Yes Yes Primitive
Asynch.
Actor Critic [25]

Ext.
self-eval Primitive

GEP-PG [7] Int. Yes Yes
CURIOUS [8] Int. Yes Yes Primitive
IAC[31], RIAC[2] Int. Yes Yes Primitive
SAGG-RIAC [3] Int. Yes Yes Primitive
IMGEP [16] Int. Yes Yes Primitive
SGIM-ACTS [28] Int. Yes Yes Primitive Yes
IM-PB [13, 14] Int. Yes Yes Yes Proced.
SGIM-PB [12, 14] Int. Yes Yes Yes Proced. Yes
CHIME [22] Int. Yes Yes Yes Planning

Table 2: Comparison between the algorithms on : intrinsic vs extrinsic reward, the goal
space is continuous (parametrised), single task vs multi-task problem, hierarchical
learning, the action representation and whether imitation learning is used.

form complex tasks with compound actions, in contrast to
the state of the art. While IM-PB and SGIM-PB rely on a
static set of controllable and outcome features and explore
the dependencies between tasks to learn sequences of ac-
tions, CHIME builds dynamically its set of tasks from emer-
gent control models that are then used to plan sequences
of actions. Whereas IM-PB and CHIME rely only on au-
tonomous exploration using intrinsic motivation, SGIM-PB
can request different kinds of demonstrations depending on
the complexity of the target task to the appropriate teacher.
All three rely on a temporally abstract representation of com-
pound actions using task hierarchy. They efficiently manage
to learn them through the discovery of relationships between
tasks to enable transfer of knowledge.

We have proposed a framework unifying their common
aspects: a temporally abstract representation of the relation-
ship between tasks, learning the hierarchy of tasks with in-
trinsically and socially guided exploration. This summary
opens a theoretical blueprint of a novel framework for robots
automatic curriculum learning of uncovering domain knowl-
edge to learn compositional tasks. We showed this can be
tackled by combining hierarchical learning, planning and
exploration based on intrinsic motivation and active imita-
tion learning.

In future works, we shall develop an implementation of
this unified framework using all the described features: learn-
ing primitive actions and then planning sequences of them,
then once learned, optimising directly these sequences ow-
ing to the procedure framework. The emergent subtasks will
reduce the dependency on domain knowledge, whereas learn-
ing a representation of a compound action will result in bet-
ter optimised policies and reduce the planning complexity.
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